Cleveland Orchestra with Michael Francis
& pianist David Fung at Blossom (July 16)
by Daniel Hathaway
English music doesn’t
appear very often on
American symphony
orchestra programs —
except when English
conductors make guest
appearances. Michael
Francis brought along
Edward Elgar’s
Introduction and Allegro
and Ralph Vaughan
Williams’s 
A London
Symphony 
for his Blossom
Music Festival visit. On
Saturday evening, July 16,
he paired engaging Britannic music both urban and bucolic with Mozart’s 21st concerto
featuring Australian pianist David Fung.
Both English works date from the Edwardian period — before the guns of August 1914
transformed English life forever. Elgar’s 1905 piece was inspired by a tune the composer
heard in 1901 on a trip to Cardigan Bay, not so far from his West country homeland. The
idea of Vaughan Williams’s symphony sprung from the character of the great city where
the Yorkshireborn composer spent most of his life. Different as they are, both pieces
share that elegiac quality that suffuses English music.
The solo quartet for the Elgar — violinists William Preucil and Eli Matthews, violist
Robert Vernon, and cellist Richard Weiss — sounded rich and full even in the spacious,
almostoutdoors pavilion. Francis brought similarly robust timbres out of the larger
string section, adroitly managing balances between the two groups.

Put up to the idea by his publisher, Elgar wrote a “devil of a fugue” into the Allegro part
of his piece, a challenge The Cleveland Orchestra rose to with enthusiasm. A few blurry
passages took nothing away from its cheerful energy.
Mozart’s 
Concerto in C
, No. 21, has been popularized by a 1967 Swedish film that used
its Andante movement to underpin the tragic story of a Danish tightrope dancer. The
poignancy of that movement, underlined by the triplets that support its slowly unfolding
melody, sticks in the memory, even if this isn’t one of Mozart’s most developed slow
movements — or, overall, one of the composer’s most inspired concertos.
David Fung, making both his Cleveland Orchestra and Blossom debuts, played the solo
part with Apollonian clarity and understatement (sometimes vanishing momentarily into
the orchestral texture). His expressive playing in the Andante was everything you could
wish for, and the concluding Rondo was charming and buoyant.
The Blossom audience loved Fung’s performance and wouldn’t let him go. He finally
returned to the Steinway for a dashing, infectious encore: the Presto from Mozart’s
Piano Sonata in F
, No. 2.
Back to Britain: Vaughan Williams’s second symphony, written at the suggestion of his
friend and fellow composer George Butterworth, received its debut in March of 1914,
two years before Butterworth was killed in the Battle of the Somme.
An engaging meld of “absolute” and placeevocative music, the “London” symphony
visits a wide range of orchestral textures and emotions from blazing tuttis to solo harp
harmonics (playing the Westminster Chimes tune), from the ebullient to the darkly
introspective. If it often sounds like movie music, it’s interesting to note that Vaughan
Williams influenced Hollywood — not the other way around.
Michael Francis and The Cleveland Orchestra gave the symphony a rich, committed
reading, inspiring the hope that others of Ralph Vaughan Williams’s nine symphonies
might find their way to the Severance Hall or Blossom stages in the future.
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